We calculate the production of heavy particles in the multi-GeV energy range using parton-model and statistical considerations. We discuss both central production and fragmentation. Our picture has implications for the question of the existence of a limiting temperature in hadron interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The production of heavy particles and resonances in multi-GeV proton-proton interactions has interesting characteristics. The cross sections fall strongly with increasing mass at fixed energy roughly independent of the flavor of the quarks of which the particles are composed. The particles are produced either centrally, or by fragmentation, or by a combination of the two mechanisms. At laboratory energies of a few hundred GeV, for example, the fp and E' (890) are made predominantly by central production. ' The N'(1232) is produced mainly by fragmentation.
There is evidence that the A and A, are produced mainly by fragmentation at the CERN ISR. ' The particles produced mainly in the central region have cross sections exhibiting the scaling pro- 
with n=5.
%'e propose here to explain central-production features by a combination of parton-model and statistical considerations. We raise the question, in connection with the statistical considerations, of whether there is in fact a limiting temperature in hadron interactions as has been proposed. We will then make extension of our picture to the fragmentation process.
II. THE MODEL FOR CENTRAL PRODUCTION
The production cross section away from threshold is described here as follows:
(1) A fireball of mass M is produced through gluon-gluon fusion. The cross section for this process is taken to resemble the result of QCD (Ref. 8) for producing a Qg system of mass M of any flavor. We take this to be
where a, is the strong coupling constant. We will come back to a discussion of this ansatz below.
( (2), (3), (4), (6), and (7) Unlike for central production we do not expect our considerations for fraginentation to be applicable to the production of bound-charm or -bottom particles without suppression due to quantumnumber and other factors. We do not go further into this question here but refer the reader to Ref.
12 where this question is discussed. 
where
suits for central production of the f particle are shown in Fig. 4 
